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Вклад потенциалов двухпионного обмена в Р-нечетную асимметрию
рр-рассеяния при низких энергиях
В рамках потенциального подхода рассчитывается Р-нечетная асимметрия рр-рассеяния А^ для 16 и 45 МэВ с учетим изовекторного 25Г-обмено в дополнение к & ,Л>-обмену. Соответствующие
2йГ-потенциалы получены с учетом А-изобарных конфигураций.
Показано, что основная часть вклада 2^-обмена лежит в области больших межнуклонных расстояний, чем />с&-обмена, и должна учитываться при расчете А__. Полученный вклад 2?^-потенциала
А сравним с вкладом о ,ы -потенциала.
The P-odd aaynunetry of the pp-scattering A
is calculated within the potential approach for 15 and 45 MeV taking account
of the iao-vector 2?C-exchange in addition to the jpo , CO -exchanges. The corresponding 2%-potentials are obtained
with the account of the
A -isobar configurations. The main
contribution of the 2^-exchange to the A
i3 shown to lie in
the range of larger internucleon distances than that of the >о,
Co -exchange; the former must be taken into account while calcu
lating the A . The obtained 2^-exchange contribution to the
A is comparable with thsct of the f>o ,CJ -exchange.
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INTRODUCTION
The available experimental data on the parity-violating ppscattering at low energies:
7

A p p -1O (15 MeV)=-1.7 + 0.8
7
A p p -10 (45 MeV)=-2.3 + 0 . 8

[1]
[2]

have initiated recently a number of theoretical attempts to give
a quantitative description of the P-odd pp-scattering asymmetry
A
10
PP
At present two approaches describing the P-odd NN weak interaction can be generally distinguished. On the one hand a "traditional" potential approach is available, in which the weak
nucleon interaction leads to the effective P-odd NN potential
on the basis of which the P-odd processes are evaluated f4-6j.
On the other hand, a quark-nuclear approach essentially takes
into account a quark nucleon structure and a formation of the
six-quark clusters at small distances f7-9j. However, both approaches have their drawbacks, and the results of the P-odd effect calculations by different authors essentially differ even
within the same approach (see ref. £3] ).
In Ref. C"!Ql i n which a dependence of the asymmetry value
A
on the way of describing the strong nucleon interaction at
small distances (r i$ 1fm) within the energy-dependent boundary
condition model has been investigated, the A
has been shown
to alter by the order of magnitude and even reverse the sign
vs the parameter valuea describing the strong potential behavis
or at small distances.
In other words one can say that a consistent thetfretical
description scheme of the NN weak interaction is not available
till now and the mechanisms of the parity violation in the NN
system are not clearly understood.
Within the potential approach the scattering asymmetry of
longitudinally polarized protons on the unpolarized ones

1> -Ь

-3where O^. ( С ) being the proton cross section with positive
and negative helicity, respectively, ie usually calculated in
the framework of the OBEP model C4-6J (the light vector
o
meson exchange betweea nucleons with one P-odd meson-nucleon
vertex, Pig.1). A question on the two-pion exchange potential
(TPEP) contribution is being open [4,12] (the one-pion exchange
potential contribution to the A
is forbidden by the Barton
theorem[ii]). Really, as the calculations [137 showed the P-odd
TPEP with the isospin selection rule 4T=0,2 can be neglected,
for its contribution to the A
is negligible compared to that
of the y>0 , CO -exchange potential. The account of the iso-vector P-odd TPE is now being argued [4,12,13].
However, the TPE is known to play an important role in the
strong NN interaction at intermediate distances [14], actually
all the theoretical NN potentials satisfactorily describing experimental data involve the TPE fi4,15J• Moreover, the TPEP has
a larger effective range т^л-r^r 1/2m^ than the vector meson
exchange potentials. The occurence of neutral hadron currents resulting from the Weinberg-Salam theory (W-S) of the electroweak
interaction and confirmed experimentally, is of importance. This
results in a large increase of the weak ^NN-coupling constant
[4,6,16J , hence in an enhanced role of the pion degrees of
freedom in the parity violation in the NN system.
In the paper presented the P-odd pp-scattering asymmetry is
considered taking account of the P-odd iso-vector TPE.
In Section 2 general formulae having been used in our calculations of the Л ,are given.In Section 3 the vector meson exchange contribution to the A
is calculated in the framework of
the OBliP model and a distribution of this contribution V B the
teruucleon distance r is investigated.In Section 4,devoted to
the P-odd TPE between nucleons, the P-odd 2 $£ -exchange NN potentials corresponding to the most important TPE diagrams, are
obtained. Their contribution to the A
is being calculated and
a contribution of different Internucleon distances r to the
A
is investigated. Section 5 is dedicated to a discussion of
the results. In Appendices the P-odd potentials obtained in the
explicit forms are reported.

-42. GENERAL FORMULAS
The asymmetry (1) arises from the interference of the parity
conserving strong and parity-violating weak interactions. To calculate the P-odd scattering amplitude in the first order over
the weak interaction a distorted-wave approximation is used. For
thie, following D 7 J a full pp-scattering amplitude ie written
in the form:
'S

J

(2)

where S , S' are total spins of the states, 9 , (fri*} ie the
strong (weak) interaction amplitude.
The P-odd amplitude js'S in the first order over the weak
interaction can be written in the form:

where г
are in- and out- strong wave functions.
At the incident proton energies Епдь^ГЮО MeV a contribution
of the states with the total moment J > 0 to the pp-acattering amplitude is negligible [17,1BJ, Hence, at low energies it is sufficient to take into account only the P-odd So-»-^Po transition.
Having parametrized the transition asymmetry in the form£3jf

f fy}

where fj C*p) is the phase shift in the 1 S e ( 3 P o ) state, J5»/ is
a real energy function, the asymmetry (1) will be written as follows:
* л
,j£r\
Here ^ s v^-^^im.i , M is a nucleon mass*
The strong wave functions y^Jiave been calculated for the
total moment J-0 by solving numerically the Lippman-Sohwinger
equation with the phenomenological Reid Soft Core (RSC)[19J and
Paris C2QJ potentials; the latter being phenomenological in the
range of email distances r<0.8 fm. The Coulomb effects are neglected.
3. A VECTOR MBSON CONTRIBUTION TO THE ASYMMETRY A p p
In this section we shall consider parity violation in the
pp-system arising from the f> , ь* -meson exchange between pro-

-5tons (Fig. 1). Our calculations within the range of weak interactions are similar to those in Refs. C4»6j. la *ne range of strong
interactions we use our nucleon wave functions with the RSC end
Paris potentials (see Sect.2).
An effective Hamiltonian of the strong pM- and АЛШ-lnteractions ie

Notations being the same as in Ref. [6j. According to Ref• J[HJ
the coupling S*> and £ . constants have the values: 2.16 and
8,99» respectively.
Following Ref. £4j the P-odd weak interaction is described
by the phenomenological Hamiltonian:

**"

(7)

In our calculations two aets of the weak meson-nucleon
coupling constants h« are used (see Table 1):
1) semiphenomenological constants known as "best values" ones,
obtained in Ref.[4] on the basis of the SU(6) W symmetry, the
quark model and the W-S electroweak interaction theory;
2) the constants obtained in Ref.[6j with the QGD corrections
for the electroweak W-S interaction.
The P-odd potential arising from the vector J)e, 6? -exchange between protons results from (6) and (7) while using a
standard non-relativistic technique.Its explicit form is given
in Appendix A.
For the RSC potential we obtained the following parametrized values of the J>9 , CO -meson contribution to the P-odd
pp-scattering asymmetry A (1):
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( в )

Рог the Paris potential they are of the form :
/а \

As seen from the comparison of (8) and (9) the A
values
for the same energies differ approximately by 40% for the two potentials reported, though they both reproduce the low energy experimental data within the experimental errors [14,20j. It testifies to a rather large dependence of the A
value on the description of the strong interaction at small distances (see also

Ref. [1Q? ).
Contributions of p0 , CO -meson degrees of freedom to the
A
are listed in Table 2 for 15 and 45 MeV with two strong interaction potentials used.
Contributions of different internucleon distances r to
the A
have also been investigated. The value A(r) depicted in
Pig,4 for the RSC potential and in Pig.5 for the Paris potential,
for Blob"15 M e V i s й е * 1 п е ( 1 a s follows:
,

.

>

(10)

where Apf = J fC^JdX
# A a a ma tter of fact the value A(r) is
a P-odd potential contribution to the A
vs r in % per each 0.1
fm. It is seen from Pigs. 4 and 5 that the P-odd J>^ , d -meaon
potential contributes to the A__ primarily in the range of
0.6fm<r *1.6fm for the RSC potential and in the range of
O.4fm*r<1.5 fm for the Paris potential, though the P-odd J>o,
Co -meson potential (A1) has an effective range **0.4 fm.
4. A TWO-PIOM EXCHABGB COHTRIBUTIOH TO THB ASYMMETRY A p p
To take account of the iso-vector TPB contribution to the

-7А р р (1) we derived the P-odd 2%-potentials corresponding to the
main diagrams of the 2.T-meson exchange (Pig.2) (see also f2i3).
The potentials have been derived in terms of the non-covariant technique [22j in the static approximation, as it is believed
that for such low energies the relativistic corrections should be
small [H»233.The non-relativistic approximation is used in a
standard manner with an accuracy to the first order terms over
A required matrix element of the strong ^TNN-interaction is
chosen in the form:

r,fKA).
where 6"7T"J are spin (isospin) Pauli matrices,
/5re13.5 is
the fiW! strong interaction coupling constant [HJ , f%(кЯ) i s
the P-wave formfactor, R being a nucleon bag radius, \ is ЛГraeson momentum.
For the strong #^<4-interaction a corresponding matrix element has the form:

Here ^ is the strong ^"^-interaction coupling constant, its
phenomenological value being
^ =1.9 f24j , m is a 1С -meson
mass.
For the P-odd weak ^Tiro-interaction we have:

where Lj^ is the weak ^ 1 1 coupling constant (see Table 1),
{г (icfO is the S-wave formfactor.
The weak JCf& -interaction was neglected since a diagram,
containing the P-odd JCMd -interaction compared to those having
been taken into account, includes two additional degrees of
virtual momentum and while using cutting formfactors the diagrams with the P-odd weak УСЛ/& vertex might make a lesser contribution to the A .
The pion-baryon formfactors V6 and tr; are taken f у от the
Chiral Bag Model (CBM), which successfully describes low energy

-ebaryon features. The CBM formfactors rather than phenomenological ones are used to take a consistent account of the quark degrees of freedom contribution to the A .Cutoff parameters £25]
of the phenomenological
JCM formfactors correspond to the
СВ1П bag radius [26J R~0.5fm.
For the CBM1 the formfactors have the form:

Within the CBM2 [27j they are of the form:

where J01 Cocj are spherical Bessel functions.
In a general form the P-odd iso-vector TPEP's obtained can
be written as follo

Ve (г) ~*
where Л = ? / * , ^ - - ^ 7 . T*tc ^
are calculated functions (Yukawa-type) vs r , each function being £ = j
+• f
+
+ j, and superscripts (a), (b), (c) correspond to the diagrams in Pig.2; Vg(r) is an iso-vector potential part contributing to the pp-scatterlng asymmetry. An explicit form of f/.(r)
is reported in Appendix A for our all three diagrams. In Fig.3

functions f G (r)»f£ a *(r)+f£ b) (r)+f£ c 4r) are plotted withinthe
СВИ1 for R=0.4-1.0 fm (solid lines, numerals denote sizes of the
nucleon bag radius R), besides, a plot of the radial dependence
£/>(*) of the
A,-potential (A1) (a dashed line) is shown
for comparison.
It should be noted that due to the account of the nucleon
recoil effects (corrections for the static approximation)
apart from the corrections for the functions fA c (r) a new term
arises in the potential which is of the form:

This term, however, does not contribute to the asymmetry A ,
While calculating а Л -isobar diagram contribution
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(Pigs. 2a and 2b) the Д -isobar (1232) decay width A*- 115
was neglected since its account turnod out to give a negligible
(less 1%) correction to the asymmetry value.
Having parametrized TPE contributions to the A
in the
form of A p p = hf-'O. , in Table 3 we present the results of computation of " A " separately for each diagram in Pig.2 and for their
sum. The results were obtained for 15 and 45 MeV in the laboratory system with the RSC and Paris potentials for the СБМ1 and CBM2
formfactors with different R.
As seen from Table 3 the A
values with the P-odd 2JC-potentials for the two different phenomenological strong interaction
potentials are not noticeably distinguished as with the P-odd
A , £-> -meson potentials. The difference is only 3-22% depending on the nucleon bag radius R; thiч is, certainly, related to
the use of the P-odd TPEP's having the longer ranges.
A typical value of R for the CBM1 is R=1.0 fm £"26J , for
the CBM2 R=0.8 fm [27]. The property data on the two-nucleon system show R rather less than 0.5 fm £28j . The lack of reliable
data on the |7Гш formfactors £2Qj prevents us from making any unambiguous conclusions concerning the nucleon quark bag radius R.
In recently developed soliton CBM1, for instance, R was chosen
for the formfactors (14) to be equal to £0.5 fm [29j . Therefore, we report values for the A
for R=0.4-1.0 fm. A possible R
dependence of ^jj- has been neglected. Comparison nf the potential vi a ^ (a diagram in Pig.2a) obtained in the limit of R=0
(see Appendix B) with a similar potential derived in Ref. [30J
on the basis of the Peynman diagram calculation (Pig. 2a) shows
that the account of the relativistic effects and nucleon recoils results in a 35-45% difference (vs the strong potential) in
the A
values for this case. However, Pig.6 (Appendix B) shows
that both calculations are different mostly in the range of
small r , where the debating effects are important. At R^O cor*rections related to relativistic and nucleon recoil effects are
less due to a minor role of small r.
The contributions of different internucleon distances (10)
to the App for the P-odd TPEP obtained (16),(A2), were also investigated. These contributions are plotted in % per each 0.1
fni in Pig.4 for the RSC and in Pig.5 fcr the Paris potential,
in both cases for the CBM1 at the incident proton energy of 15

-10MeV and the nucleou bag radius H=0.4-1.0 fra (R is denoted by numerals above the corresponding line). For the CBM2 the plots do
not essentially differ from the shown ones.
The main argument in favour of neglecting the iso-veclor Tl'BP
contributions to the pp-3cattering acymmetry (and eimilur quantities tti other processes) is an opinion that the
Р-товоп potentlal takes effectively account of a larger part of the 2%exchunge contribution [4»12].Лэ Pigs,5 and 4 show for the nudeon
bag radius R«»0,8-1.0 fm such a problem does not arise at all, an
the ТРЁ- and
^ , u^ -meson potential contributions lie in different ranges of r. For R=0.4-0.6 fm a considerable part of the
TPE contribution (at least 40-60%) is made by the range where
the
A , &J -meson potential contribution is practically zero,
the contribution from this range being of the order of that from
the total
Po , Ы -rneson potential.
In terms of the above-given (see Pigs. 4 and 5) one can conclude that the iso-vector TPfiP contribution to the A
lies largely
in the range of internucleon distances r , not coinciding with
that of the main
P , CJ -meson pctential contribution, this shuuld be taken into account in the calculation of the pp-acatterin^
asymmetry.
5. CONCLUSION
Prom the renulta obtained one can make the following conclusions:
i)Within the potential approach the pp-ucattering usymmetx-y A
turns out to be aenaitive to th« strong
g interaction behaviour at
small distances r<0.8-1.0 fm. Calculations of the P-odd
£O -potential contribution to the A
for two strong potentialsReid soft core and Paris - both well describing low energy experimental data, differ by 40%. Due to a larger effective range
of the corresponding P-odd potential the TPB contribution is
less sensitive to the strong interuotJc.n behaviour at small r.
The difference in the asymmetry values for two strong potentials used depends on the bag rmliua Я (cutoff partuneter) and changes from 3* for R-1.0 fm to 12% (0BM1) and 2?% (CBM2) for R=
•0.4 fm.
2) The vector
A , &> -телоп rinntrlbuH on !o I>ic- A
\v primarily concentn\tod in the Vf.ni-'o vf О.0Гт< > <'l.(. f:-i for the ПГ.С

-11potential and In the range of 0.4 f m < r < 1 . 5 fm for the Paris onr.
3) The P-odd 2 % -exchange contribution to the A
liea largely
in the range of r>0.8-1.0 fm and the main 2^T-exchange contribution is concentrated within large r , than that of the /> , C*3 exchange, this is related to a larger effective range of the 2#"potential.
4) The iso-vector 25T-exchange potential contribution to the ppscattering asymmetry proves to be considerable. The main
contribution gives,as expected, a diagram shown in Pig.2a. The con
tribution of the diagram with ^-isobar being in the intermediate state (Fig.2b) is 50-70% of that of the diagram (Pig.2a) and
is of the загае (positive) sign. The "cross"
&-isobar diagram
contribution (Fig.2c) makes up 7-9% of that in Pig.2a and is negative. This contribution can be evidently neglected. Table 4
and Pigs.4,5 show that in the wide range of the bag radius values - 0.4 f m < R < 1 . 0 fm - the iso-vector TPB contribution to the
A
cannot be neglected,
pp
Thus, one can summarize that the F-odd NN potential must include both
jo , CO -meson and pion, and two-pion exchanges.
5 T T h e 2%- and 2 ^ + ^ Д + СО-contributions (Table 4) show that
the account of the iao-vector 2Jt-exchange results in a discrepancy between the calculated and experimental data on the A
values. Obviously, some mechanisms of parity violation in the
pp-system having not been taken into account are available. In
principle, the к
can be contributed by the P-odd potentials
of the more complex meson exchanges, a real account of which
being quite problematic.
Quite a different mechanism of the weak nucleon interaction
il the core region is a formation of a 6q state and the weak Podd quark interaction inside this 6q bag. A contribution of
such parity-violating mechanism to the A
is comparable with
those of the
Po ,C*J— and 2jT-meson potentials f8,9]. A
joint account of the meson and quark degrees of freedom in the
P-odd violation of the pp-system is expected to be done in our
next paper.
In conclusion, the authors would like to схргозя th<»ir
sincere gratitude to V.B. Kopeli ivich, G.A. Lobov, S.V. 2>TJkin, M.I. otrickman t.\n4 L.L. Prnnkurt for their lntor^nt in the

wo?-'-. ' irl v; no full remnrVsi.tfe a r e 'il r,n Rratfiful to '». V. >J '.?("•'.J'JV
f^.v .'rjpior'. v.ni va.lunMf! dincuani vnn of the v-'ork.
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An explicit expression for the P-odd
/g , CO -meson poten
tial of the pp-interaction resulting from the effective Hamiltonian (6) and (7) and contributing to the Л (1) is:

k)(i.Ts)lM},
-are

Г

- _ '/•-!_

{ i + /H.

The function tn(r) of the iso-vector 2^"-potential V p Cr) contrlbuting to the A
is also given in the explicit form. The function f^Cr) is written as a sum

w h e r e t e r r a s w i t h s u p e r a c r i p t B ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c )c o r r e s p o n d t o t h e
d i a g r a m s i n P i g . 2 . D e n o t i n g t h e s e i n d i c e s by a s y m b o l ( i ) we c a n
w r i t e down:
{<j

tutting

°£ ~/УС {2-foM(

) J

we huve for the coef-

ficients

Other notations are aa follows: J = >: /i/i. ,
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J
-1

Л - Мд -М (Мл

is a

A -isobar mass),

( in a similar way for *~>и and ^ыл ),
The rest notation is given in the text.

—xv

APPENDIX В
Let us write down a potential corresponding to the di&graiu
(a) in Pig.2 for R=0. The limit R=0 does not exist for diagramH
(b) and (c) since the corresponding integrals are diverged in
thia case. j.
г С
(B1)
&X

where
• / ' / /

In Pig.6 functions fj a ) (r> R=0) and (d/dr)f Q (r) from
are plotted. The function
Lon fJ,
fSaa'(r,R"O)
4r,R»O) is
iB distinguished from
fj
the function (d/dr)fc(r) only by that it takes no account of
the relativistic effects and nucleon recoils. The difference
between these plot3 is shown to be more noticeable for small r.
The P-odd potentials with both functions contribute to the A
with a difference of 35-40% ve the strong interaction behaviour in the core region. The incorporation of the cutoff formfactor.4 should apparently reduce corrections,associated with
the reltitiviatic effects and nucleon recoils, which are localized in the range of small r.
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Table 1. The weak meson-nucleon interaction constants
1 7

V°-

1

К к к* К

Set
number

if

C-J

1

к

9c

о

Ref.

1

-11.4

-0.19

-9.5

-1.9

-1.14

4.56

M

2

- 8.3

0.39

-6.7

-3.9

-2.2

1.3

Еб]

Table 2.

Po

-meson exchange contributions to the

V1°7Set numbers
from table 1

RSC potential
15 MeV

45 MeV

Paris potential
15 MeV

45 MeV

r-

-1.00

-2.06

-1.39

-2.96

CVI

-0.87

-1.79

-1.21

-2.51

Table 3. Values of the coefficient ^£ , determining the 2 ^-exchange contribution to the
A : Afifl = 't-jC-a- for "tbe CBM1 and CBM2. (a),(b),(c) correspond to the diagrams in
Pig.2.

Potential
and energy

R
fm

CBM 2

CBli 1
(a)

(b)

0.023
0.041
0.082

(a+b+c)

(a)

(Ъ)

-0.004
-0.007
-0.012

0.067
0.118
0.212

0.088
0.136
0.182

Cc)

-0.016
-0.020

0.364

-0.012

0.221

-0.022
-0.041

0.387
0.555
0.727

-0.007
-0.012

0.131
0.214

-0.017
-0.025

0.3П
0.438

0.377

0.087
0.163
0.265

-0.013
-0.024
-0.034

0.228
0.401
0.607

0.517

0.417

-0.049

0.885

RSC

0.8

15 MeV

0.6
0.4

0.217

0.145

-0.019

0.344

0.225

0.047
0.083
0.119
0.159

1.0

0.073
0.138
0.255
0.420

0.036
0.072
C.I 57
0.295

-0.006
-0.011
-0.022
-0.038

0.103
0.19Э
0.390
0.677

0.149
0.250
0.349
0.442

0.084
0.159
0.238
0.326

0.049
0.086
0.148
0.238

0.024
0.042
0.086

-0.004
-0.007

0.069
0.121

0.090

0.048

0.167

-0.013
-0.021

0.223
0.384

0.141
0.196
0.261

0.084
0.132
0.202

0.037
0.078

-0.006
-0.012

0.154
0.262

0.167
0.338

-0.023
-0.043

0.105
0.210
0.412
0.760

RSC

0.8

45 MeV

0.6
0.4
1.0

Paris
15 MeV

0.8
0.6
0,4

0.6

0.074
0.H4
0.268

0.4

0.463

1.0

Paris
45 Ие7

0.8

(a+b+c)
0.128
0.207
0.286

0.048
0.082
0.142

1.0

(c)
-0.007
-0.012

-0.031

Table 4. 2#T-and 2#"+ Po + CO -exchange contributions to the A
10' 1 and 2 are set numbers
PP
of the weak meson-nucleon interaction constants from table 1.
Potential
and energy

RSC
15 MeV

i
40

RSC
45 MeV

Paris
15 MeV

Paris
45 MeV

R
fm

2

1

ax

свш

СВМ2

0.09
0.15
0.28
0.45

0.17
0.27
0.37
0.47

-0.78
-0.72
-0.59
-0.42

-0.70
-0.60
-0.50
-0.40

-1.05
-0.30
0.47
1/26

0.13
0.26
0.51
0.88

0.29
0.50
0.72
0.96

-1.66
-1.53
-1.28
-0.91

-1.50
-1.29
-1.07
-0.83

-1.08
-0.84
-0.37
0.36

-0.79
-0.41
0.03

0.09
0.16
0.29
0.50

0.17
0.28
0.40
0.60

-1.12
-1.05
-0.92
-0.71

- 1.04
-0.93
-0.81
-0.61

-2.48
-2.00
-1.08
0.51

-1.92
-1.13

0.14
0.27
0.54
0.99

0.30
0.52
0.79

-2.37
-2.24
-1.97
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P
p
Fig. 1,Diagram of one-boeon exchange (J^, U)~meajn), oontributing
to the A • ® ie the weak P-odd meaon-nucleon vertex.
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0.3-

m
Fig» 3 Functions of the radial dependence fc(r) of the ^ - e x change potential Vc(r) (16),(A2) for the CBM1. Numerale
denote sizes of the nucleon bag,radius R. A dashed line
ie a radial dependence of the p -potential (A1).
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2.0

r, fm.

Pig.4 Contributions to the A^ In % per eaoh 0.1 fm for the
potentials. depleted in Pig.3 and energy E l a D " 1 5 HeV.
The A(r) is deteiained by the formula (10), The Reid
soft core potential пае used*
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Fig.5 The вате as in Pig.4. The Paris potential was used.
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Pig. 6 Function jj, Cl) for R«0 (1) and analogoua function
^r- £e (Z) from pqj with the relativistic effects and
nucleon recoils (2) taken into acoount.
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